
KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

Prices: During the week, the imported food commodities and local 
cereals exhibited mixed trends across the regions, except for 

Somaliland where retail prices of imported items remained 
unchanged compared to the previous week. Among the key price 
fluctuations, the price of rice increased of  by 9% in the capital 
Mogadishu but went down marginally in Hirshabelle (by 5%), 
Puntland (by 3%), and Southwest (by 2%). Moreover, the price of 
vegetable oil also showed some minimal increases in Hirshabelle, 

Galmudug, and Southwest. However, the retail price of pasta 
remained unchanged compared to the previous week, except in 
Galmudug and Puntland, where it increased by 6% and decreased 
by 2%, respectively. 

Overall, local cereals showed minimal to moderate changes in retail 

prices compared to the previous week. The price of white maize 

went up in Jubaland and Puntland by 5% and 1%, respectively per kg 

but the price went down in Hirshabelle and Galmudug by 9% and 

1% per kg, respectively, compared to the previous week. Similarly, 

the price of red sorghum increased by 8% per kg in Mogadishu but 
experienced a drop in Hirshabelle and Puntland by 8% and 6% per 

kg, respectively. 

The price of camel milk increased in Jubaland and Puntland per litre 

by 5% and 3%, respectively. Increases in camel milk price may limit 

household affordability of commonly consumed protein-rich food. 

The price of goats also dropped by 6%, 5%, and 3% per head in 
Puntland, Hirshabelle, and Galmudug, respectively but remained 

unchanged in the rest of the regions. Contrary, the wage labour 

rates increased by 6% and 1% in Hirshabelle and Puntland, leading 

to increased income and purchasing power for households that 

depend on daily labour. 

Availability: With the exception of Laascanood, Tukaraq, and 

Xudun, the majority of markets across Somalia reportedly had 

sufficient supplies of basic food commodities to meet the demand 

of consumers during the reporting week. Persistent political 

tensions in Laascanood district have driven a significant population 

shift to Garowe and neighboring districts, contributing to the 

current predicament.  

Supply Resilience: Apart from Lascaanood and Tukaraq, where 

supply of goods and services had been disrupted owing to ongoing 

conflict, other parts of the country reported high supply chain 

resilience. Despite the increase in population in the neighboring 

districts of Laascanood, most wholesalers and importers have 

developed strategies to respond to the increased demand. 

Trade logistics: Despite some minor constraints in logistics and 

security, trade and commodity flow in Somalia were smooth during 

the reporting week. Most roads were open, easily passable, and 
transportation services were operational, with an exception of 

Garowe-Tukaraq-Lascanood supply route where lead time was 

slightly longer due to the ongoing conflict along the main road. 

Longer lead time was a main driving force for increased 

transportation costs. For example, truck rent  from Harar, Dirir 

Dhaba, and Lansareed to Garowe increased from $1,200 to $1,800 

(a 50% increase). 

Food Items Assortment: Customers could choose from a variety of 
key food commodities in various brands across all markets. 
Furthermore, fruits and vegetables were plentiful, with Puntland 
reporting an improvement after sourcing and supply from the 
Ethiopian border source markets. 

IMPLICATIONS ON FOOD SECURITY 

- The shift from Berbera port to Bossaso port and changes in the 
flow of items from Ethiopia to Galdogob borders has increased the 
food supply in Puntland and Galmudug areas, resulting in relative 
stability in food prices compared to the previous week.  

- The price of food commodities in Lascanood and adjacent areas 
may increase due to longer lead times and higher transportation 

costs in the Garowe-Tukaraq-Lascanood supply route  hence WFP 

will monitor these markets closely.  

- The reduction in goat prices may negatively affect the income of 

pastoralist households in Puntland, Hirshabelle, and Galmudug 

regions, highlighting the need for food security monitoring. 
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HOW WE MONITOR MARKETS 

WFP Somalia conducts weekly market and supply chain monitoring 
assessments and covers 42 locations per week. It also maintains a 
large pool of monitors through third-party and internal capacity 
collecting both quantitative and qualitative data. The data on Market 
Functionality Index (MFI) is being collected on a rolling basis and 9 
dimensions of market functionality are being monitored and report-
ed real-time.   

For further information contact Somalia  VAM and Logistics team:   
Laksiri NANAYAKKARA, laksiri.nanayakkara@wfp.org; Otavio  COSTA, otavio.costa@wfp.org; Emmanuel SABILA, emmanuel.sabila@wfp.org; Khadar ABDI, khadar.abdi@wfp.org ; Mohamud AMIN, mohamud.amin@wfp.org.  


